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Summary

RIT is one of the leading institutes in innovation, technology, and creativity.
RIT provides a unique, rigorous learning enviornment that is complimented by
technology.

MYCOURSES is a task oriented, course management

platform used by students to enrich their educational experience.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Through an attention to structure and hierarchy, students will be
encouraged to achieve their goals with this intuitive, friendly educational
experience.
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Project Goals

...
1. Navigation
Create a seamless
navigation system that
eliminates unneccessary
steps while highlighting
essential features that
improve the application
experience.

2. Communication

3. Experience

Facilitate productive
communication between
students and faculty.

Create an intuitive web
experience that is
supported by effortless,
smooth interactions.
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User Reseach

81%

81%

Require the use of myCourses

Visit myCourses daily

Most of the survey particpants said that
their courses require the use of
myCourses.

Most students visit myCourses every day,
with 57% of those interactions lasting
under 25 minutes.

88%

56%

Use myCourses for Homework

Have missed deadlines

Almost all of the students utilize
myCourses for obtaining assignments,
submitting homework, and finding
additional information about upcoming
assignments.

The majority of students have failed to
submit homework to myCourses on time.
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User Archetypes
After conducting the survey, I interviewed some of the participants to further my knowledge of different types
of myCourses users. From these interviews I found there were three main types of users: The Avid Learner,
The Busy Bee, and the Submit it and Quit it.

The Avid Learner

The Busy Bee

The Submit it and Quit it

These students are thirsty for
knowledge. They want to spend
the extra 45 min doing a optional
assignments and extra credit work
not just for the grades, but for
themselves. They utilize features
for finding course related
information as well as homework.

These students are the
extracurricular enthusiasts:
involved in a variety of clubs and
sports. They optimize their time to
balance their school work and
hobbies. They use features that
facilitate organization and allow
them to access information quickly
and efficiently.

These students challenge the
traditional systematic way of
learning. They use their own
resources to find the information
they desire, and steer clear of the
path most followed. They only use
the essential features of
myCourses.
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Project Objectives
Once the survey results and user archetypes were dissected, I set 2 main objectives that I strived to fulfill
with my design. Based on the results, I found that a crucial part of the myCourses experience had to promote
efficient productivity and keep track of student’s course activity for them.

1. Increase dropbox submissions

2. Improve access to course material

Students are required to use
myCourses’ Dropbox to submit their
work. However, almost 100% of
students miss dropbox due dates.

Users are confused by the overwhelming
amount of information that is present on
myCourses. They are frustrated with the
inconsistencies across courses and their
display of content.
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Information Architecture
1

LOGIN

Upc omi ng Ass ignm ents Pus h
Push upcoming assignments to the top of the page
so users are first notified of what is due next.

Main Page

2
Left Nav

Main Dash

Upcoming
Assignments

Profile

3
Course Pages

Courses &
Updates

Dropbox

News

Calendar

Header

Footer

Cou rse & Upd ates Pus h
Provide users with course updates with just a quick
glance.

1
Search

2

3

Cou rse Pag es Nav igat ion
Move courses to top of navigation to provide ease
of access.

Profile

Links

Locker

Resources

Support
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1

4
2

High Fidelity Wireframes
This screen displays the myCourses’ homepage, with features that support the
students’ needs.

1

Side bar Nav igat ion

5

5

Cou rse Upd ates
Provides a brief glance at recent course activity.
A

2

Dro pbox Mod ule

A

Allows users to instantly submit their work to the
dropbox without needing to navigate through other
pages first.

3

Goo gle Driv e Mod ule
Synced with the users Google Drive account, they
can access their files directly from myCourses.
Users can drag files from the module directly into
the dropbox to create a smoother submission
process.

4

Cou rse Mod ule
Provides users with links to the recent activity.
The course module also acts as a link to the
course’s homepage.

6

New s & Tec h Sup por t
Maintain the previously existing features of
myCourses.
6

To-D o List
A myCourses generated to-do list based on users’
upcoming assignments or other course related
dates.
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3

Visual Design Inspiration
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Final Comps - Homepage
This screen displays the myCourses’ homepage, with updated features that
support the students’ needs.

Upc omi ng Ass ignm ents
Users are first greeted with upcoming assignments
after they log into mycourses. They can filter which
types of assignments they would like to see, and
are provided with a link to complete the action that
is required of them.

Cou rse Upd ates
Users have color coded course tiles that display
recent activity. These tiles also act as links to the
course page.
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Final Comps - Course Page
This screen displays the myCourses’ Course page. This page provides students
with information about the course for a given week, with a clear outline of what
responsiblities the students have.

Cou rse Con tent
Users have a clear understanding of what each
week of the course requires, and provides a quick
and accessible way to fulfill the requirements.
Students can choose which week they would like to
see the content for.
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Final Comps - Course Dropbox
This screen displays the myCourses’ Course Dropbox. This page intuitively
pushes upcoming dropboxes to the top of the list, but can be sorted to the
users preferences.

Acc ord ian Patt ern
The accordian pattern allows users to see a
digestable list of upcoming dropboxes. Students
can drag files immediately to the desired dropbox,
or can click on the dropbox to expand the section.
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Final Comps - Course Board
This screen displays a new feature of myCourses that encourages
communication amongst students and the professor.

Cou rse Boa rd
The course board provides a new means of
communication for myCourses users. Both students
and professors can post articles, videos, facebook
events, and any other course related content to
spark a conversation.
Professors can also post content that is required for
an assignment, eliminating the confusion as to
where a source is located.
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myCourses Redesign
CONCLUSION
This redesign aims to improve an essential tool used by all RIT students. By improving the organization of the content,
placing a heavy emphasis on upcoming assignments, and creating a new way for professors and students to interact, this
redesign hopes to provide students with an efficient means to stay organized and keep up with their busy school work.
myCourses posed many challenges over the duration of this project. This project forced me to improve my rendering
skills, but more importantly it taught me about designing for the user. It became very apparent to me just how challenging
but important it is to always keep the users’ needs in mind. It became a constant push to try an elevate my design to
something that would not only be clear to the user, but something that would make the user’s life better.
I plan on continuing to push this redesign farther, improving both the end result and my UX skills.

